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European Vacation (VW Touareg)  5/66
New Kids on the Towing Block
(Toyota Double Cab Tundra)  11/50
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Outlook XR FWD)  12/65
Pathfinder & Captiva 245DS
(Nissan Pathfinder 4WD)  4/34
Quest for a Close-Up (Jeep Wrangler Unlimited Sahara 4 ¥ 4)  8/62
Rage’n in Luxury
(Ford F-350 Super Duty)  7/62
Scaling It Up (Dodge Ram
1500 Laramie Mega Cab)  7/68
Size Wise (Dodge Nitro SLT) 9/70

Campers
Return of the Keystone
(Four Wheel)  5/85
Space Camp (Lance 992)  8/74
Trailers
Alumascape 32SKT
(Holiday Rambler)  3/32
European Vacation (Adventure Manufacturing Wedge)  5/66
Livin’ Large (King of the Road Crown Marquis FRC37RLGS)  1/32
New Kids on the Towing Block
(Pacific Coachworks Tango)  11/50
Outlook Hauls Blast (Coachmen
Blast 150 MPH)  12/65
Pathfinder & Captiva 245DS
(Coachmen Captiva)  4/34
Quest for a Close-Up (Fleetwood
Orbit Sport 180FQ)  8/62
Rage’n in Luxury (Falcon
FA3405, Rage’n)  7/62
Scaling It Up (R-Vision
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